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              Sick and tired of not getting what you want in life?


              
              
              “The 
              Mind-Reality revolution will cause great upheaval in society. In 
              fact, we're already seeing this today as the 
      traditional world is collapsing. 


              If you survive this collapse, then 
              yes, you can prosper eventually. Can you protect your 
              survival? Would you want to seize control now of your destiny? 


              The greatest treasures will go to 
              those who cash in NOW. Please do make the RIGHT DECISION of 
              getting this information NOW!
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Mind Reality Secrets

Dear Friend,


If you want to FINALLY experience the COMPLETE Manifestation of All the Miracles, Success, Wealth, Health, Love and Happiness that you have always dreamed of…



Then Pay Close Attention!


Instructions to become an Inner Circle Member of The #1 Website In The World can be found as you read all the way to the bottom…



Sign Up for the Free Newsletter Before 
You Continue Reading...


Over 100,000 people received the same message you did—but you’re different. You acted, others didn't move.



You're About to Access 
Insider Information

By signing up below, you’re agreeing to get more information about Mind Reality Secrets. Consider yourself an “early bird”.


Just enter your name and email address below. You’ll be shocked when you learn just how simple personal transformation is with
Mind Reality Secrets.



Learn Exclusive Secrets of Quantum 
Physics, Mind Secrets, Psychic Powers, Real Magic, Astrology, Wealth Creation, 
Miracle Healing, The Meaning of Life...


...and many more Secret Topics that may Not be mentioned above due to lack of space!


Sign up now before it's too late, or you may Miss out on the very Thing you are looking for...





	












	







Continue Reading Only After 
You Have Signed Up for the Free Newsletter...

My friend...You’re about to embark on a journey to discover you’re inner riches...

A journey that will lead to....

	The creation of your ideal reality by manifesting your perfect dream.
	Wealth and riches beyond what you ever imagined possible.
	Power and influence over people you never thought existed.
	Vibrant health and freedom from disease and sickness.
	The inner joy and contentment that comes effortlessly when you live your life purpose.
	Magnetic attraction and potent desirability to members of the opposite sex.
	Knowing how to transcend what most people think is impossible so you can start living your dream today.
	The secret knowledge that only a few people possess about how the universe works and the true nature of life and spirituality.


Dear Friend, my name 
is Noctis Enoch. I am an Author, speaker and law of attraction Master.
 
I’m so glad you’ve joined me on this page because I want you to know you can easily attract and manifest anything you desire in life by spending just a few minutes here.
 
For a limited time only I’ll be sharing with you secrets of attraction and manifestation that you won’t find anywhere else.
 
Seeing people just like you discover the secrets to health, wealth, success and everlasting peace is what drives me forward in life.


              
              First of all though...let me ask you a quick 
              question??

Are you achieving the goals you desire in life?

Maybe you don’t have the relationship you desire or maybe you don’t make the amount of money you feel you deserve?

Look, if you’re not experiencing the kind of life you desire right now then you’re probably feeling the exact same way I did for years.

For many years I experienced failure in all areas of my life.

Relationships were difficult. There was no love in my life and my finances were all over the place.

The worst thing of all though is not really living your life purpose and not experiencing all the joy that goes along with this.

There were many joyless, difficult years but they came to an abrupt end when I discovered that one thing was causing all this pain and meaninglessness to happen in my life.


              After years of struggling to achieve any kind of goal 
              in life... one day everything became clear

It was like the clouds were lifting and the Universe had provided the key to experiencing all the happiness any man or woman could ever want in life.

The answers to the greatest problems in life often have the most simple answers and this is what I found one day when everything all of sudden became clear.

The answer came in the form of one word...Awareness!!

My previous lack of awareness had been holding me back before.

I discovered that gaining awareness is the starting point for achieving anything you desire in life.

As Carl Jung said once...

"Until you make the unconscious conscious, it will direct your life and you will call it fate.”– Carl Jung

Now you may ask...why having this “awareness” is so important in your life?

Well...have you ever tried to achieve something in life like, making more money or finding your soul mate, only to fail completely?

You may have thought long and hard about why you didn’t achieve what you desired or why you’re still stuck but the answer is simple.

There was more than likely a part of your mind that was working against you achieving your goal.

We all have these parts of our minds that we are unaware of...they work away in the background going the opposite way to which we want to go and sabotaging all our efforts to get what we want.

For example...you may deeply desire to make more money but there may be a part of you that feels money is bad or that you don’t deserve it.


And Guess What?

That part of you will wreck your plans at every turn and make sure you don’t achieve your desired outcome.

You may want to fall in love and get married... but if there is a part of you afraid of commitment for some reason... then this part will work those little controls behind the scenes in your mind and make sure you never meet that love of your life.


All Is Not Lost Though...

Having awareness is the key to achieving whatever you want in life because awareness is the fire in which all the parts of your mind working against you will perish.

In NLP there is a saying.


“A pattern shown is a pattern blown.”

In other words...once you become aware of what’s stopping you achieve your goals it stops wielding power over you.

Having awareness will enable you to make powerful conscious choices about your life that will bring you closer to what truly makes you happy.

This is because...

Consciousness (Or Awareness) 
Creates and Directs Everything.

There are many ways to look at how you can use consciousness to attract and manifest everything you want in life.

I’ve used just about all of them in my time.


              
              Maybe some of the following ring a bell with you...?

	Quantum Physics?
	Psychology?
	Philosophy?
	NLP?
	Law of Attraction?
	Reality Creation?


Now consider this...

Have you ever studied any one of the above only to realise that none of them provided the complete answer you were after?

The answer that would lead you to achieving all the things in life you desire?

I know I did.

For years I studied psychology, philosophy, NLP and law of attraction etc.... only to end up with nothing to show for it.

It was only after many years of combining all these methods and a lot more besides that I started to see real results in my life.


And Now You Can Start to See Amazing Results 
Too.

I have created a fully integrated approach for harnessing the power of consciousness so you can create a magnificent life for yourself...starting today.

I call it “Mind Reality” and it comes in the form of special website where...


              
              You will get a sensational shortcut to creating the reality of 
              your dreams

I harness the best parts of metaphysics, quantum physics, psychology and philosophy plus many other methods and techniques you may never have heard of for creating the reality of your dreams.

Using this easy to follow information inside “Mind Reality” you will be able to manifest your heart’s desire by using the power of consciousness.

The power of consciousness can be used to attract anything you like in life.

Like perfect health...Your ideal mate...more wealth than you know what to do with.

All of this is possible when you use my “mind reality” integrated approach.

I have put all this information together on a special website that few people have had access to until now.

Here is just some of what you will experience when you have access to this powerful website.

	The ability to become whatever you want in life effortlessly. You could easily become a groundbreaking author, speaker, visionary or advisor using the knowledge you will get from “mind reality.” Your opportunities will be limitless and will be far ahead of the vast majority of people out there.
	Boost your chances of success far beyond what most people think is possible...let alone achieve in life.
	Get instant access to knowledge that practically nobody knows about today that will make a massive difference to your future.
	The little known secrets of harnessing the power of Quantum Physics to Create Your PERFECT Reality.
	The fastest known way to Telekinetically Attract MONEY to you and become Very RICH very quickly!
	A sneaky psychological tactic for influencing others to make them DO what you wish.
	A brand new discovery to miraculously heal ALL SICKNESS and Diseases without Drugs.
	A no sweat, no brainer way to find your LIFE PURPOSE and live it to the fullest and greatest potential.
	The demystifying truth about Attracting Desirable members of the opposite sex.
	The surprising reason why most people never fulfil their dreams and how you can instantly go after ANY DREAM you have and fulfil it to the FULLEST EXTENT.
	Discover what the Matrix of Reality is and how you can transcend the Rules and DO things that are Impossible for Most People!
	How to achieve true mastery over your perfect reality by using the magic keys of the universe, and be all that you truly desire to be right now.
	The truth behind using your Mind Powers to influence the physical world and greatly attract abundance, love and freedom to you!
	The Secret Knowledge of the universe that enables you to understand everything in reality and to live a very fulfilling life.
	The Revelation of the Paranormal Mysteries of the universe and of Spiritual things to awaken you to what’s going on behind everything. This knowledge is power in the palm of your hand.


 


              
              
              Imagine The Wonderful Things You Could Do With The Secret 
              Knowledge of the Universe

Inside “Mind Reality” you will get access to cutting edge knowledge that only a fraction of people are aware of.

This tiny minority of people use this knowledge to achieve anything they desire in life and now it’s your turn to do the same.

	You could achieve your most desired dreams that have been burning in your heart for years.
	You could create all the money you want to have and enjoy it fully.
	You could manifest perfect health every day of your life and never live in pain again.
	You could experience total happiness and cause the ones you love to experience it too.
	You could be free from the crushing and controlling systems of the world and never be bound by them again.
	You could be all you want to be in this life and have Total Self Actualization!
	And the list goes on and on…



              
              
              How about manifesting your Dream Vocation...your Dream 
              House...your Dream Car... your Dream life...your Dream Lover?

Possessing the Powers of Reality Creation, you could create something NEW or you could transform what you have into something perfect!


              
              Much of this knowledge is unheard of by the masses...until now...

For years I’ve sought to learn all I could about the secrets of the universe and about life itself.

My life’s calling has driven me to uncover many mysteries that are found in ancient writings in combination with the most advanced cutting edge science of the present day.

This is highly potent life changing information which probably surpasses and transcends all other levels of self help you’ve encountered, because it’s about understanding and changing reality from the highest place of all...your pure consciousness.


              
              
              “Mind Reality Secrets” is worth its weight in gold...here’s 
              why....
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Many people are willing to pay millions of dollars to discover the answers to life’s greatest mysteries.

Countless souls wonder through this world all their lives and never come to know what reality is all about.

Many of them suffer needlessly and spend their lives dealing with things like poverty, sickness and broken relationships.

Maybe you’re dealing with issues like this at the moment?

Your being here is not a totally random or chance event my friend. You are here because you intended to be here on some level. You created this.

The True value of what you’re about to receive by gaining access to “Mind Reality” is INFINITE.

Some experts in the world of manifestation and people who have had access to the knowledge in “Mind Reality Secrets” have advised me to price membership to the website at over 
$1000

After all there is no limit to the amount of abundance, riches and wealth of all kinds that you manifest with the information on the site.

They say they have paid a lot more for seminars and personal coaching in this field before.


              I decided to do something different though...

I want to spread the word about the infinite possibilities about what can be achieved in life to as many people as possible through this exclusive website and I don’t want price to be an issue for anyone.

You can receive full access to the “Mind reality” website right now for 
$29.95

You will then be re-billed $29.95 monthly.


But Wait... There is More...


              
              If you act today and stay for only Six Months, you will continue 
              to have lifetime access the  
              
              “Mind Reality”
              website without 
              paying a single cent further!


              Hang one...we’re not done yet...

You Can Get Instant Access to All SECRETS of the Mind Reality Membership Right Now For A Special, Limited Time, Ten Day Trial Offer of 
Only  $1!

Instead of the $1000 total fee, 
              you can get in at $1 for 10 days. You will then be rebilled 
              $29.95 monthly after 7 payments ($1 x 1 + $29.95 x 6), you will 
              continue to have lifetime access without paying a single cent 
              further!
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Unlock the secrets to attracting the life you deserve

 

100% Satisfaction Or Your Money Back Guarantee!

Since I am fully and absolutely confident that my work on the Mind Reality Website would benefit you in the greatest possible way, I am willing to offer you a full refund of your purchase if you do not think the information within is worth many times more than the small amount of money you have given in appreciation of it.


Knowing this, you have nothing to lose and everything to gain. I would gladly return you your money if you do not think my work is worth giving it. Just request for it within 60 days of purchasing this membership and you will get a refund. You do not have to explain unless you wish to, so you can have total peace of mind with this purchase!

Instead of the $1000 total fee, 
              you can get in at $1 for 10 days. You will then be rebilled 
              $29.95 monthly after 7 payments ($1 x 1 + $29.95 x 6), you will 
              continue to have lifetime access without paying a single cent 
              further!
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Unlock the secrets to attracting the life you deserve

 

Here are some of The Most Amazing Testimonials about My Work:

“Enoch you are a genius. This website really is The BEST in the world. I can’t help but gasp in amazement and jump for joy at how neatly your article ties in all the ideas I have already spent much time researching. I can’t believe that I’ve spent a year looking for the information this site had, when it turned out it was right under my nose on your MindReality site! Keep up the awesome work I love it!”
- Scott Henderson


“Dear Enoch, Great articles, man, you rule. No one out there is so …hmm, say - deserving to be read and referred to. I need to search no more, should have replaced Google with your site for a homepage long ago. Thanks again for existing. If you got a dime along with all the thanks you’ve received, you would have been a millionaire, wouldn’t you? I’m working hard on my reality so not in the very distant future I believe I’ll be able to make a fat donation, I owe you one!”
- Valeria


“I have added your site as a “BEST SITE” to Firefox Browsers “Stumble” button, which means people who search under “self improvement” will stumble across your site. This site is amazing and has uplifted me like none other. I live in South Africa and am a devout Christian. Your teachings are 100% in line with what I believe and what I’ve learned throughout my life. Yet now, it seems to put it all together so that I can begin practicing these wonderful truths in my life. Perhaps this was the perfect timing.


I’ve been reading so much but your site has truly given meaning to all I’ve been aspiring to do, and also given me CLEAR DIRECTIONS for my road ahead. Truly inspired by God, this site can do much for many people. I am going to forward your site-link to everyone I know and I truly thank you for all the information you share with the world. I would love to be able to buy more of your work, but as soon as I have the bucks I need I will do so. May God richly bless you in all your endeavors dear brother!!"
Love in Christ,- Paul Jay


“Dear Sir, I am a regular reader of your articles. They are so much attracted me. I am a Christian and new born. Your articles are almost a match with the BIBLE. Your articles are so interesting. Thank God for putting a great idea in you. You’re doing a good Job. I am also interested to do some thing like you. And I like to meet you personally. Thank you Sir, Thank You very much for giving great information in your site. Yours faithfully,”
- A. Rajan Babu, Andhra Pradesh, India


“I believe that, I found an H-link to your site, on mind power news! Enoch, you ROCK! I can see YOUR wisdom’s relevance to using my mind’s power, so THANK you! For being online, and being affordable enough, for PRACTICALLY anybody to purchase access to your site - wisdom! I KNOW it’s WISDOM, because I’ve looked at my PAST, and seen where I’ve used your wisdom to produce the VERY effects, that you say it WILL, AND it HAS!



That’s the PRIMARY reason, that I say you ROCK, because IF anybody follows your teachings, they’ll become MASTER manifestors, in SHORT order! E my FRIEND! KEEP up the AWESOME work your doing, Ok Enoch! ROCK THEM!”
- Keith


“Dear Enoch, I came across MindReality.com since last September when I was doing a Google search using keyword “Law of attractions”; Since then, I have been a regular reader of your archives. Your insight into the mind-reality dynamics really fascinates me. When I read your articles, I wonder, more than once, that whether you are a god or a human. I am not kidding. I mean your awareness level amazed me. Maybe I could call you “Messenger from the Universe”
- Catherine Zhang, China



  “I have been reading many of your articles and I am absolutely amazed at your knowledge. May I ask, how long it took you and where ever did you learn so much about this thing called life? I have studied metaphysics most of my life, never have I read such truths laid out so coherently and absolutely beautifully. You have the most wonderful mind I have ever encountered, plus you have the gift of writing. Well, this student is ready. At last I have found the teacher. Thank you so very much for sharing your knowledge. I appreciate it with all my heart. Yes, you are a genius and the fact that you are Divinely inspired comes through loud and clear. Very Best Regards”
- Marilyn


“Hi, you have an awesome website… nothing I have read is stated any better than yours… (And I am well read) books and all of it… Keep on doing what you are doing, you must be helping a lot of people as you are me….. Thank you”
- Trish


“Enoch, I am in awe that this website is written by a human being namely you. The writing is so profound that it is almost unbelievable. I am fascinated with the quality of your writing and of your ideas and how well you synthesize everything together. Anyway, regardless I just wanted to tell you that you are profoundly gifted and your work is truly phenomenal. Thank you very much, Sincerely,”
- Anita Patel


“I have started to read your works. They are very interesting. My story as in how I started to understand the mental world was brought about totally by accident… There was this woman I wanted to date but at the time she had a boyfriend. So I completely gave up the idea of really dating her in the outer world and decided to enjoy her fully in my detailed imagination or as you say the inner world… I didn’t try to manifest anything I was *completely content* to enjoy her in my mind only and I only did the mental imagining two or three times….. After a few weeks I started to see in the outer world parts of my imagining showing up like magic… It turned out everything I imagined came completely into the outer world…. It completely blew me away….. What do you think about the concept of my being completely content to enjoy her in the mental world only….”
- John Holleman


“Hello Enoch: I have been visiting your site since last year’s summer and must admit what a huge impact it has done on my life. I am a completely different person. I have applied your principle and have achieved great success in career. Thank you for that very much.”
- Dominique


“Enoch Tan, I have to tell you that everything I wanted I am getting. I believed on you, so I am receiving all the money I desired. I will thank you for the rest of my life. Thank you.”
- Nelson Geraldo


“I have read your writings for about a year now with great delight. You truly have wisdom that is God-inspired. You unlock secrets of the universe like no one I have ever read, what a joy. And the way that you answer some of the burning questions in life are priceless. It’s amazing that if we had a thousand lifetimes we could never know it all. I know like myself that you also are always learning and garnishing more wisdom day by day. Thank you for sharing your wisdom, it continually blesses my heart.”
- Daniel Ginther


“I thought I already knew The Secrets of the Universe such as… Law of Attraction, Power of Concentration, the Ancient Secret of Samadhi and Modern Quantum Physics, but your information and insight still blown my mind and Amazed me!!! God bless and keep up the incredible good work!!!”
- Victor


               

              
              
              You Can Get Instant Access to All SECRETS of the Mind Reality 
              Membership 
              
              Right Now For A Special, Limited Time, Ten Day Trial Offer of
              
              Only $1!

Instead of the $1000 total fee, 
              you can get in at $1 for 10 days. You will then be rebilled 
              $29.95 monthly after 7 payments ($1 x 1 + $29.95 x 6), you will 
              continue to have lifetime access without paying a single cent 
              further!
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Unlock the secrets to attracting the life you deserve

PS: I can't guarantee how long the super low price of Mind Reality Membership is 
going to last. Due to High demand, 
the price may be TRIPLED soon and if you come back later you may find the 
price has been raised. More people would still be eagerly joining Mind 
Reality even at a higher price, so your ONLY Chance to get in at a lower price 
is WHILE it's right before you.
If you Register NOW, 
you will Get in at the special promotional price! So GRAB it before it's 
too late!

PREVIEW what's Inside the Membership Archive?

(Remember that Only Members who log in can view all hidden parts)


Join the Free Mind Reality Newsletter and Get My Free Ebook! 
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